
EMULSIFIER
InnovatIve solutIon for the effIcIent manufacture of your products
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the  most impressive thing about the nanocutter  is  the un-
rivalled product quality in this class of emulsifiers permitting 
production volumes in the medium and high range. the machine 
produces stable and fine emulsions while being gentle on the ma-
terial, keeping entrapped air at a minimum, and optimizing energy 
consumption. the decisive aspect is the innovative electro-hy-
draulic knife adjustment  which ensures high production quality 
at a very low wear of the cutting set. the elaborate system is 
successfully applied worldwide for the following applications:

 › Production of scalded sausage

 › Production of cooked sausage and  pies

 › Vegetable, cheese, etc. 

StRENgthS aNd bENEFItS
the homogeneous base material to be processed is pumped 
through the cutting set at partial vacuum conditions. this leads 
to emulsification and ensures the desired fineness of the product, 
with the fineness of the sausage meat being determined by vari-
ous  holeplates. after the emulsification process the desired final 
temperature is controlled via the  outlet valve.

the nanocutter can be perfectly integrated into various forms of 
production processes. together with the lasKa supercutter or 
lasKa mixers it stands for highest flexibility  in terms of recipe 
and raw materials composition. the  convincing features of the 
nanocutter are its very high throughput, easy handling, its unri-
valled product quality and highest efficiency. Being provided with 
a filling level sensor and automatic emptying  function as optional 
features, it turns to account as an important element in produc-
tion lines for  fine sausage meat.

QUaLIty PRoVEN IN USE
Just like all other lasKa machines, the emulsifiers are made of 
solid stainless materials. they meet strict hygienic requirements 
and are easy to clean. the design allows for the rigorous oper-
ating conditions, easy and safe operation, and good access for 
servicing.

aPPLICatIoNS
of the lasKa emulsIfIers

www.laska.at
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thE LaSKa NaNoCUttER
your BenefIts at a glance

hygIENE aNd SaFEty

 ›  safety ensured through closed attachment and  
integral safety measures

 › polished surfaces for highest possible hygienic standard
 › safe handling due to safety guard in front of cutting set

Low oPERatINg aNd MaINtENaNCE CoStS

 ›  cutting geometry and innovative knife adjustment result in constant 
stress conditions at the cutting edges and holeplates

 › this reduces wear and cutting set abrasion by up to 50%.
 ›  the cutting set is monitored continuously and can be  
maintained preventively.

 › display of servicing times
 › easily accessible inspection doors
 › Worldwide service network and competent advice on all continents

dESIgN

 › compact and space-saving design with integral control cabinet
 › all drive elements accommodated in the machine housing to prevent soiling
 › low operating noise 
 ›  automatic disconnection of the machine in case of running idle  
(to go easy on the cutting set) 

 › flow-optimized cutting arm geometry to reduce energy consumption 
 ›  noise reduction due to sound insulation inside the machine and  
low-noise drive technology

oPERatIoN

 › easy handling and user-friendly operating elements 
 › swivelling touchscreen with language selection
 › substantial reduction of operating and maintenance errors 

PRodUCtIoN

 ›  stable emulsions of maximum fineness 
due to innovative knife adjustment

 › gentle processing of the material
 › minimum amounts of air entrapped
 › high stability of sausage meat
 › high hourly output

www.laska.at
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INNoVatIVE CoNtRoL CoNCEPt 

the key element of the nanocutter is the patented electro- 
hydraulic knife adjustment. the selectable pressure between 
the rotating cutting knives and the holeplates determines the 
fineness of the end product. It is controlled and corrected via a 
hydraulic system hermetically sealed against the product area.

aLwayS at thE oPtIMUM woRKINg PoINt 

other than with the nanocutter, the cutting set of many 
conventional emulsifiers is either positioned and readjusted 
manually, or with automatic adjustment only in increments. 
this results in a loss of contact force, on the one hand, and in 
high wear and eventually in strongly varying final processing 
results, on the other hand.

the nanocutter, however, ensures a consistent processing re-
sult due to permanent control and automatic regulation of knife 
adjustment, and thus an optimum end product.

QUaLIty that tURNS to aCCoUNt

to reduce the costs for wear parts such as knifes and hol-
eplates, the nanocutter keeps the contact force as low as 
possible at all times, thus clearly reducing wear. this means 
that cutting set costs are reduced by up to 52% compared to 
conventional emulsifiers. 

thE PatENtEd KNIFE adjUStMENt
of our emulsIfIers
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CUttINg SyStEM

 ›  optimized design and unique cutting set geometry for high 
throughput and optimum emulsification while ensuring a  
cutting effect going easy on the product 

 ›  easy exchange of knives and holeplates without  
complicated tools

 › automatic knife adjustment after exchange of the cutting set
 › exchangeable hardened knives with high durability of the edge

CUttINg ChaMbER aNd dRIVE ShaFt

 › smooth installation space facilitates cleaning
 › easy installation of the cutting set
 › Best hygiene and error-free operation 

toUChSCREEN CoNtRoL

 › user-friendly and clearly arranged
 › automatic malfunction display
 › large and easily legible colour display 
 › swivelling, space-saving
 › language selection

MobILIty

 › electrical equipment integrated in the machine housing
 › flexible and easy combination with other machines possible
 › mobile design with lockable castors
 › easier cleaning

MaChINE hoUSINg

 › solid stainless construction
 › maximum protection from dirt and comfortable cleaning
 › drive elements in closed machine housing 
 ›  optimum serviceability  due to easily accessible  
inspection doors

PRodUCt FLow

 ›  excellent product flow and fluid flow characteristics in the 
cutting chamber due to intensive research and use of state-
of-the-art simulation and analysis methods

 › Best possible throughput 
 › perfect emulsification effect

EQUIPMENt 
of our emulsIfIers

aUtoMatIC CLEaNINg ModE

 › cutting set relieved at the push of a button
 ›  cleaning process due to relieving of cutting set virtually  
without wear

RECoRdINg oF oPERatINg data

 ›  continuous recording of temperatures, current consumption 
and wear of cutting set

 › for conclusive data to optimize the production process

www.laska.at
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hoLEPLatES aNd CUttINg KNIVES

 ›  holeplates: with hole diameter 0.8 – 8 mm  
(standard : 1.2 / 2 / 3 mm)

 ›  cutting knives: with 5 or 3 blades and exchangeable  
knife blades

aUtoMatIC tEMPERatURE CoNtRoL

 › desired final temperature of sausage meat freely adjustable 
 ›  temperature permanently controlled via electrically  
controlled valves 

oPtIoNS
for your lasKa emulsIfIer
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that’S what oUR CUStoMERS Say

goLdSChMaUS NatUR gMbh & Co. Kg
germany

“the nanocutter is the ideal complement to 
our existing bowl cutter. especially for prod-
ucts demanding highest performance and 
emulsification, the nanocutter has proven its 
worth in daily use.

another remarkable feature is the excellent 
feeding effect of the nanocutter. It enables 
us to process very compact sausage meats 
reliably and quickly with the nanocutter.”

MR. PREStEL
productIon manager

aNdRä höRtNagL PRodUKtIoN UNd 
haNdEL gMbh
austrIa

“We use the nanocutter for manufacturing 
selected products. the constant product 
quality has convinced us and our customers. 
fineness, little air entrapped, and a regular 
texture are the ingredients for our products 
“for smart eaters”. 

In terms of operation, the nanocutter is a 
very economical machine. the long service 
life of the cutting set, too, makes things easier 
for us. the promised features of operator 
convenience, a low noise level, and easy 
cleaning have clearly come true.”

MR. RESCh 
productIon manager

www.laska.at
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tEChNICaL data
performance lIst

PERFoRMaNCE ChaRaCtERIStICS

Type FZ 175 FZ 225

Holeplate Ø mm 175 225

Number of holeplates 3 3

Connected load kw 90 132

Operating noise dbA 80 80

Hopper volume litres 200 200

Throughput1 t/h 2,5 - 8 5 - 15

Available holeplate bore diameters mm 0.8 – 8.0 0.8 – 8.0

Reduced motor output kw 75 110

Control system PLC2 PLC2

Starting reactor "soft start" o o

Automatic regulation of discharge 
temperature

o o

Special voltage o o

dIMENSIoNS aNd wEIght

Type FZ 175 FZ 225

Length mm |  L 2130 2216

Width mm |  B 1168 1168

Hopper height mm |  H 928 972

Weight kg 1300 1500

SEawoRthy CaSE*

Length mm |  L 2650 2650

Width mm |  B 1500 1500

Height mm |  H 1600 1600

Weight kg 550 550

* depending on type of transport

CaPtIoN

o option 1 statistical value; the actual values for your product will be established in a test run on reques

2 micro process control

data and dimensions without engagement - subject to change.
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since 1880, the family enterprise has been active as a supplier 
of the food industry and closely associated with the latter. 
the machines produced by laska are high-grade products 
made of stainless steel featuring a number of auxiliary equipment. 

although lasKa is generally known for the best processing of 
meat, there are numerous other applications in practice, such 
as the processing of grease, cheese, fruit, vegetable, yeast, 
pasta, sweets, etc. 

today, lasKa machines are famous for their high quality in 
more than 130 countries on all continents, where they work to 
the complete satisfaction of national and international customers.

oUR PRodUCt RaNgE:

 › cutters
 › mixers and mincer-mixers
 › frozen meat cutters
 › emulsifiers
 › mixing machines
 › production lines

tRadItIoN & INNoVatIoN
more than 130 years of experIence

DeALeR/PARTNeR


